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In this Chapter, we discuss the challenges for secure smart energy grid
and automation systems. We first describe the current security status
and existing attacks on power grid and critical infrastructures. Then
we use the SCADA system as an example to show the challenges to
secure the automation systems and smart power grid systems. Dis-
tributed control systems (DCS) and supervisory control and data ac-
quisition (SCADA) systems were developed to reduce labor costs, and
to allow system-wide monitoring and remote control from a central loca-
tion. Control systems are widely used in critical infrastructures such as
smart electric grid, natural gas, water and wastewater industries. While
control systems can be vulnerable to a variety of types of cyber attacks
that could have devastating consequences, little research has been done
to secure the control systems. American Gas Association (AGA), IEC
TC57 WG15, IEEE, NIST and National SCADA Test Bed Program have
been actively designing cryptographic standard to protect SCADA sys-
tems. In this chapter, we briefly review these efforts and discuss related
security issues.

1. Energy grid and SCADA: a high level introduction

As stated in DOE smart grid white paper,1 United States is in the process

of the Nation’s electricity transmission and distribution system moderniza-

tion “to maintain a reliable and secure electricity infrastructure that can

meet future demand growth”. The major characterizations1 of a modern

electrical grid system include:

• Improved reliability, security, and efficiency of energy distribution

based on modern digital communication and control techniques.

1
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• Integration of industries involved in production and sale of energy,

including the gas industry (e.g., natural gas extraction and distri-

bution systems), the electrical power industry, the coal industry,

and the renewable resources (e.g., solar and wind power).

• Integration of demand-response technologies such as real-time, au-

tomated, interactive technologies that optimize the physical oper-

ation of appliances and consumer devices for energy generation,

transmission, distribution, and retailing (e.g., metering).

• Deployment of advanced electricity storage and peak-shaving tech-

nologies.

• Availability of real time information and control options to con-

sumers.

• Integration of cyber-security techniques within the grid systems.

In a summary, the smart grid system is a secure and intelligent energy

distribution system that delivers energy from suppliers to consumers based

on two-way demand and response digital communication technologies to

control appliances at consumers’ homes to save energy and increase reli-

ability. The smart grid system overlays the existing energy distribution

system with digital information management and advanced metering sys-

tems. It is obvious that the increased interconnection and automation over

the grid systems presents new challenges for deployment and management.

It is challenging to securely and efficiently convert the existing power

grid systems to a smart system with the above characteristics. According

to US Energy Information Administration website,2 at the end of 2010,

there are more than 9200 electric generating plants in USA, including coal,

petroleum liquids, petroleum coke, natural gas, other gases, nuclear, hy-

droelectric, renewables, hydroelectric pumped storage, and others. These

generating plants produce 312,334,000 megawatt-hours electricity during

February 2011. The electricity are distributed to the consumers via more

than 300,000 miles of transmission lines throughout the USA. These power

infrastructure was designed for performance rather than security and the in-

tegrated communications protocols were designed for bandwidth efficiency

without the consideration of cyber security. When moving the current en-

ergy distribution infrastructure towards a smart grid, we have to overcome

the challenges of integrating network based security solutions with automa-

tion systems which usually requires a combination of new and legacy com-

ponents and may not have enough reserved resource to perform security

functionalities. In this chapter, we will use SCADA as an example to il-
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lustrate the strategies that may be employed for the design of smart grid

systems.

Control systems are computer-based systems that are used within many

critical infrastructures and industries (e.g., electric grid, natural gas, water,

and wastewater industries) to monitor and control sensitive processes and

physical functions. In order to deploy the smart grid system, there is a

trend towards interconnecting SCADA systems and data networks (e.g.,

Intranet). Thus without a secure SCADA system it is impossible to deploy

the intelligent smart grid systems.

Typically, control systems collect sensor measurements and operational

data from the field, process and display this information, and relay con-

trol commands to local or remote equipments. Control systems may per-

form additional control functions such as operating railway switches, circuit

breakers, and adjusting valves to regulate flow in pipelines. The most so-

phisticated ones control devices and systems at an even higher level.

Control systems have been in place since the 1930s and there are two

primary types of control systems. Distributed Control Systems (DCS) and

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems. DCS sys-

tems typically are used within a single processing or generating plant or

over a small geographic area. SCADA systems typically are used for large,

geographically dispersed distribution operations. For example, a utility

company may use a DCS to generate power and a SCADA system to dis-

tribute it. We will concentrate on SCADA systems and our discussions are

generally applicable to DCS systems.

2. Recent attacks and accidents with energy systems and

automation systems

Several (real and simulated) attacks on energy and SCADA systems were

reported in the past few years.3–13 In the Maroochy Shire attack3 of the

year 2000, an Australian man hacked into the Maroochy Shire, Queens-

land computerized waste management system and caused 200,000 gallons

of raw sewage to spill out into local parks, rivers and even the grounds of

a Hyatt Regency hotel. It is reported that the 49-year-old Vitek Boden

had conducted a series of electronic attacks on the Maroochy Shire sewage

control system after his job application had been rejected. Later investi-

gations found radio transmitters and computer equipments in Boden’s car.

The laptop hard drive contained software for accessing and controlling the

sewage SCADA systems.
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By exploiting a vulnerability in a control system, the simulated Au-

rora Generator Test5 conducted in March 2007 by the U.S. Department

of Homeland Security resulted in hacker’s remote access to the generator

room at the Idaho National Laboratory and the partial destruction of a $1

million diesel-electric generator destroyed.

In September 2007, an individual who claims himself a CUPE (Canadian

Union of Public Employees) member hacked into Vancouver city’s computer

system that commands the town’s traffic lights and set the computer clock

seven-hours behind.6 The result was that traffic signals geared for midnight

time were managing traffic for the morning rush hour.

On April 8, 2009, an article7 in the Wall Street Journal by Gorman

reported that “cyberspies have penetrated the U.S. electrical grid and left

behind software programs that could be used to disrupt the system, ac-

cording to current and former national-security officials”. The same article

mentioned that, instead of damaging the power grid or other key infrastruc-

ture, the goals of these attacks were to navigate the U.S. electrical system

and its controls for mapping purpose. To make things worse, these attacks

were mainly detected by U.S. intelligence agencies instead of the companies

in charge of the infrastructure. In another word, the US utility companies

are not ready for the protection of their current infrastructure, let alone the

future interconnected smart grid systems. These attacks increase worries

about cyber attackers that may take control of electrical facilities, a nuclear

power plant, financial networks, water, sewage and other infrastructure sys-

tems via the Internet.

On Thursday, August 14, 2003, at approximately 4:11 p.m., a

widespread power outage occurred throughout parts of the Northeastern

and Midwestern United States and Ontario, Canada. According to the

New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)’s report,8 this North-

east Blackout of 2003 affected approximately 10 million people in Ontario

and 45 million people in eight U.S. states, and the NYISO MW load had a

loss of 80% at the height of the outage. The final report14 by US-Canada

Power System Outage Task Force shows that the blackout was triggered

by a race-condition software bug in General Electric Energy’s Unix-based

XA/21 energy management system. The bug caused a disruption of service

at FirstEnergy’s control room and the alarm system there stopped working

for over an hour. After the alert system failure, neither audio nor visual

alerts for important changes in system state are available to the operators.

The unprocessed events queued up quickly and the primary server failed

within 30 minutes. Then the server applications (including the failed alert
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systems) were automatically transferred to the backup server, which failed

soon after. The lack of alarms led operators to dismiss a call from Amer-

ican Electric Power (AEP) about the tripping and reclosure of a 345 kV

shared line in northeast Ohio. FirstEnergy’s Technical support informed

control room operators of the alarm system just before the massive blackout

started.15 Though the software bug triggered this blackout, the US-Canada

Power System Outage Task Force report14 listed four major causes for the

blackout:

(1) FirstEnergy and its reliability council “failed to assess and understand

the inadequacies of FEs system, particularly with respect to voltage

instability and the vulnerability of the Cleveland-Akron area, and FE

did not operate its system with appropriate voltage criteria”.

(2) FirstEnergy “did not recognize or understand the deteriorating condi-

tion of its system”.

(3) FirstEnergy “failed to manage adequately tree growth in its transmis-

sion rights-of-way”.

(4) the “failure of the interconnected grids reliability organizations to pro-

vide effective real-time diagnostic support.”

The affected infrastructure of the Blackout includes: Power generation

(power plants automatically went into “safe mode” to prevent damage in the

case of an overload), water supply (some areas lost water pressure because

pumps didn’t have power), transportation (trains had no power and passen-

ger security checking at affected airports ceased), communication systems

(cellular communication devices were disrupted, radio stations were mo-

mentarily knocked off the air, and cable television systems were disabled),

manufacturing (large numbers of factories were closed in the affected area

and freeway congestion in affected areas affected the “just-in-time” supply

system).

In June 2010, it was reported9,16 that Stuxnet worm sp reads around

the world (with 59% infected systems in Iran) to subvert SCADA systems.

Stuxnet malware targets only Siemens SCADA applications PCS 7, WinCC

and STEP7 that run on Microsoft Windows and Siemens S7 programmable

logic controller (PLC). The worm initially spreads using USB flash drives

and then uses four zero-day exploits to infect Siemens SCADA and HMI

(Human Machine Interface) system SIMATIC WinCC and PCS 7. Once

infected, it attacks PLC systems with variable-frequency drives that spin

between 807Hz and 1210Hz. When certain criteria are met, Stuxnet pe-

riodically modifies the frequency to 1410Hz and then to 2Hz and then to
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1064Hz, and thus affects the operation of the connected motors by changing

their rotational speed.

In the 2009 Black Hat conference at Las Vegas, Mike Davis10 showed a

simulation environment in which an attacker could take control of 15,000

out of 22,000 home smart meters within 24 hours by exploiting design flaws

within an unnamed brand of smart meters.

Since November 2009, there have been reported11 coordinated covert

and targeted cyberattacks against global oil, energy, and petrochemical

companies. These attacks are named as the Night Dragon attack by

McAfree.11 The attack first compromises company extranet web servers

through SQL-injection techniques and then uploads some commonly avail-

able hacker tools to the compromised web servers, which will allow the

attacker to break into the company’s intranet and get access to some sen-

sitive internal desktops and servers. By disabling Microsoft Internet Ex-

plorer (IE) proxy settings, the attacker achieves direct communication from

infected machines to the Internet. The attacker proceeds further to connect

to other machines (targeting executives) and exfiltrating email archives and

other sensitive documents.

According to Zetter,12 in May 2011, NSS Lab17 researchers only spent

two months of times on a few SCADA devices and found several vulnera-

bilities in Siemens PLC and SCADA control systems that could be exploitd

by hackers to get remote access to the control systems to cause physical

destruction to factories and power plants. It should be noted that Siemens

PLC and SCADA systems are widely used in the world controlling crit-

ical infrastructure systems such as nuclear power and enrichment plants

and commercial manufacturing facilities. Under the pressure by the De-

partment of Homeland Security, the NSS lab did not disclose details before

Siemens could patch the vulnerabilities. This example shows that when the

control systems are interconnected with the intranet, a dedicated attacker

could easily mount serious attacks. It should also noted that, in his dis-

sertation, the PhD student Sean Gorman from George Mason University

mapped every business and industrial sector in the American economy to

the fiber-optic network that connects them, using materials that was avail-

able publicly on the Internet (see, e.g.,13,18). Similarly, under the pressure

from the government, Gorman’s dissertation has never been made public.
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3. SCADA Security

In this section, we demonstrate the challenges to secure the current au-

tomation systems such as SCADA systems with examples. Part of these

analysis are taken from Wang.19 In a typical SCADA system,20 data acqui-

sition and control are performed by remote terminal units (RTU) and field

devices that include functions for communications and signaling. SCADA

systems normally use a poll-response model for communications with clear

text messages. Poll messages are typically small (less than 16 bytes) and

responses might range from a short “I am here” to a dump of an entire

day’s data. Some SCADA systems may also allow for unsolicited reporting

from remote units. The communications between the control center and

remote sites could be classified into following four categories.

(1) Data acquisition: the control center sends poll (request) messages to

remote terminal units (RTU) and the RTUs dump data to the control

center. In particular, this includes status scan and measured value scan.

The control center regularly sends a status scan request to remote sites

to get field devices status (e.g., OPEN or CLOSED or a fast CLOSED-

OPEN-CLOSED sequence) and a measured value scan request to get

measured values of field devices. The measured values could be analog

values or digitally coded values and are scaled into engineering format

by the front-end processor (FEP) at the control center.

(2) Firmware download: the control center sends firmware downloads to

remote sites. In this case, the poll message is larger (e.g., larger than

64K bytes) than other cases.

(3) Control functions: the control center sends control commands to a RTU

at remote sites. Control functions are grouped into four subclasses: in-

dividual device control (e.g., to turn on/off a remote device), control

messages to regulating equipment (e.g., a RAISE/LOWER command

to adjust the remote valves), sequential control schemes (a series of cor-

related individual control commands), and automatic control schemes

(e.g., closed control loops).

(4) Broadcast: the control center may broadcast messages to multiple re-

mote terminal units (RTUs). For example, the control center broad-

casts an emergent shutdown message or a set-the-clock-time message.

Acquired data is automatically monitored at the control center to ensure

that measured and calculated values lie within permissible limits. The mea-

sured values are monitored with regard to rate-of-change and for continuous
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trend monitoring. They are also recorded for post-fault analysis. Status

indications are monitored at the control center with regard to changes and

time tagged by the RTUs. In legacy SCADA systems, existing communica-

tion links between the control center and remote sites operate at very low

speeds (could be on an order of 300bps to 9600bps). Note that present de-

ployments of SCADA systems have variant models and technologies, which

may have much better performances (for example, 61850-based systems).

Figure 1 describes a simple SCADA system.

Fig. 1. A simple SCADA system

In practice, more complicated SCADA system configurations exist. Figure

2 lists three typical SCADA system configurations (see, e.g., AGA Report

No. 1221).

Recently, there have been several efforts to secure the national SCADA

systems. The examples are:

(1) American Gas Association (AGA).21 AGA is among the first to design

cryptographic standard to protect SCADA systems. American Gas As-

sociation (AGA) had originally been designing cryptographic standard

to protect SCADA communication links and finished the report AGA

12 part 1. The AGA 12 part 2 has been transferred to IEEE 1711.

(2) IEEE 1711.22 This is transferred from AGA 12 part 2. This standard

effort tries to define a security protocol, the Serial SCADA Protection

Protocol (SSPP), for control system serial communication.

(3) IEEE 1815.23 Standard for Electric Power Systems Communications –

Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3). The purpose of this standard
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Fig. 2. Typical SCADA system configurations

is to document and make available the specifications for the DNP3

protocol.

(4) IEC TC57 WG15.24,25 IEC TC57 WG57 standardize SCADA commu-

nication security via its IEC 608705 series.

(5) NIST.26 The NIST Industrial Control System Security (ICS) group

works on general security issues related to control systems such as

SCADA systems.

(6) National SCADA Test Bed Program.27 The Department of Energy

established the National Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

(SCADA) Test Bed program at Idaho National Laboratory and Sandia

National Laboratory to ensure the secure, reliable and efficient distri-

bution of power.

3.1. Threats to SCADA systems

SCADA systems were not designed with public access in mind, they typ-

ically lack even rudimentary security. However, with the advent of tech-
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nology and particularly the Internet, much of the technical information

required to penetrate these systems is widely discussed in the public fo-

rums of the affected industries. Critical security flaws for SCADA systems

are well known to potential attackers. It is feared that SCADA systems

can be taken over by hackers, criminals, or terrorists. Some companies may

assume that they use leased lines and therefore nobody has access to their

communications. The fact is that it is easy to tap these lines.28 Similarly,

frequency hopping spread spectrum radio and other wireless communica-

tion mechanisms frequently used to control remote terminal units (RTU)

can be compromised as well.

Several efforts26,27,29 have been put on the analysis and protection of

SCADA system security. According to these reports,26,27,29 the factors that

have contributed to the escalation of risk to SCADA systems include:

• The adoption of standardized technologies with known vulnerabilities.

In the past, proprietary hardware. software, and network protocols

made it difficult to understand how SCADA systems operated—and

therefore how to hack into them. Today, standardized technologies

such as Windows, Unix-like operating systems, and common Internet

protocols are used by SCADA systems. Thus the number of people

with knowledge to wage attacks on SCADA systems have increased.

• The connectivity of control systems to other networks. In order to pro-

vide decision makers with access to real-time information and allowing

engineers to monitor and control the SCADA systems from different

points on the enterprise networks, the SCADA systems are normally

integrated into the enterprise networks. Enterprises are often connected

to partners’ networks and to the Internet. Some enterprises may also

use wide area networks and Internet to transmit data to remote loca-

tions. This creates further security vulnerabilities in SCADA systems.

• Insecure remote connections. Enterprises often use leased lines, wide

area networks/Internet, and radio/microwave to transmit data between

control centers and remote locations. These communication links could

be easily hacked.

• The widespread availability of technical information about control sys-

tems. Public information about infrastructures and control systems is

readily available to potential hackers and intruders. Sean Gorman’s

dissertation (see, e.g.,13,18) that we have mentioned earlier is a very

good example for this scenario. Significant information on SCADA sys-

tems is publicly available (from maintenance documents, from former
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employees, and from support contractors, etc.). All these information

could assist hackers in understanding the systems and to find ways to

attack them.

Hackers may attack SCADA systems with one or more of the following

actions.

(1) Denial of service attacks by delaying or blocking the flow of information

through control networks.

(2) Make unauthorized changes to programmed instructions in RTUs at

remote sites, resulting in damage to equipment, premature shutdown

of processes, or even disabling control equipment.

(3) Send false information to control system operators to disguise unautho-

rized changes or to initiate inappropriate actions by system operators.

(4) Modify the control system software, producing unpredictable results.

(5) Interfere with the operation of safety systems.

The analysis in reports such as26,27,29 show that securing control systems

poses significant challenges which include

(1) the limitations of current security technologies in securing control sys-

tems. Existing Internet security technologies such as authorization,

authentication, and encryption require more bandwidth, processing

power, and memory than control system components typically have;

Controller stations are generally designed to do specific tasks, and they

often use low-cost, resource-constrained microprocessors;

(2) the perception that securing control systems may not be economically

justifiable; and

(3) the conflicting priorities within organizations regarding the security of

control systems. In this paper, we will concentrate on the protection

of SCADA remote communication links. In particular, we discuss the

challenges on protection of these links and design new security tech-

nologies to secure SCADA systems.

3.2. Securing SCADA remote connections

Relatively cheap attacks could be mounted on SCADA system communi-

cation links between the control center and remote terminal units (RTU)

since there is neither authentication nor encryption on these links. Un-

der the umbrella of NIST “Critical Infrastructure Protection Cybersecu-

rity of Industrial Control Systems”, “American Gas Association (AGA)
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SCADA Encryption Committee” has been trying to identify the functions

and requirements for authenticating and encrypting SCADA communica-

tion links. Their proposal21 is to build cryptographic modules that could

be invisibly embedded into existing SCADA systems (in particular, one

could attach these cryptographic modules to modems of Figure 2) so that

all messages between modems are encrypted and authenticated when neces-

sary, and they have identified the basic requirements for these cryptographic

modules. However, due to the constraints of SCADA systems, no viable

cryptographic protocols have been identified to meet these requirements.

In particular, the challenges for building these devices are:21

(1) encryption of repetitive messages

(2) minimizing delays due to cryptographic operations

(3) assuring integrity with minimal latency

• intra-message integrity: if cryptographic modules buffer message

until the message authenticator is verified, it introduces message

delays that are not acceptable in most cases

• inter-message integrity: reorder messages, replay messages, and

destroy specific messages

(4) accommodating various SCADA poll-response and retry strategies:

delays introduced by cryptographic modules may interfere with the

SCADA system’s error-handling mechanisms (e.g., time-out errors)

(5) supporting broadcast messages

(6) incorporating key management

(7) cost of device and management

(8) mixed mode: some SCADA systems have cryptographic capabilities

while others not

(9) accommodate to different SCADA protocols: SCADA devices are man-

ufactured by different vendors with different proprietary protocols.

Wang19 has recently designed efficient cryptographic mechanisms to ad-

dress these challenges and to build cryptographic modules as recommended

in AGA Report No. 12.21 These mechanisms can be used to build plug-

in devices called sSCADA (secure SCADA) that could be inserted into

SCADA networks so that all communication links are authenticated and

encrypted. In particular, authenticated broadcast protocols are designed

so that they can be cheaply included into these devices. It has been a ma-

jor challenging task to design efficiently authenticated emergency broadcast

protocols in SCADA systems.
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3.3. sSCADA protocol suite

The sSCADA protocol suite19 is proposed to overcome the challenges that

we have discussed in the previous section. sSCADA devices that are in-

stalled at the control center is called master sSCADA device, and sSCADA

devices that are installed at remote sites are called slave sSCADA devices.

Each master sSCADA device may communicate privately with several slave

sSCADA devices. Once in a while, the master sSCADA device may also

broadcast authenticated messages to several slave sSCADA devices (e.g.,

an emergency shutdown). An illustrative sSCADA device deployment for

point-to-point SCADA configuration is shown in Figure 3.

FEP modem modem RTU

control center

   master      slave
   SCADA  SCADA

Fig. 3. sSCADA with point-to-point SCADA configuration

It should be noted that American Gas Association had originally de-

signed a protocol suite to secure the SCADA systems21,30 (an open source

implementation could be found at31). However, Wang19 has broken these

protocol suites by mounting a replay attack.

In order to reduce the cost of sSCADA devices and management, only

symmetric key cryptographic techniques is used in our design. Indeed, due

to the slow operations of public key cryptography, public key cryptographic

protocols could introduce delays in message transmission which are not ac-

ceptable to SCADA protocols. Semantic security property32 is used to

ensure that an eavesdropper has no information about the plaintext, even

if it sees multiple encryptions of the same plaintext. For example, even if

the attacker has observed the ciphertexts of “shut down” and “turn on”,

it will not help the attacker to distinguish whether a new ciphertext is the

encryption of “shut down” or “turn on”. In practice, the randomization

technique is used to achieve this goal. For example, the message sender

may prepend a random string (e.g., 128 bits for AES-128) to the mes-

sage and use special encryption modes such as chaining block cipher mode

(CBC) or Hash-CBC mode (HCBC). In some mode, this random string is
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called the initialization vector (IV). This prevents information leakage from

the ciphertext even if the attacker knows several plaintext/ciphertext pairs

encrypted with the same key.

Since SCADA communication links could be as low as 300bps and im-

mediate response are generally required, there is no sufficient bandwidth to

send the random string (IV) each time with the ciphertext, thus we need

to design different cryptographic mechanisms to achieve semantic security

without additional transmission overhead. In our design, we use two coun-

ters shared between two communicating partners, one for each direction of

communication.

The counters are initially set to zeros and should be at least 128 bits,

which ensures that the counter values will never repeat, avoiding replay

attacks. The counter is used as the initialization vector (IV) in message

encryptions if CBC or HCBC mode is used. After each message encryption,

the counter is increased by one if CBC mode is used and it is increased by

the number of blocks of encrypted data if HCBC mode is used. The two

communicating partners are assumed to know the values of the counters and

the counters do not need to be added to each ciphertext. Messages may

get lost and the two counters need to be synchronized once a while (e.g., at

off-peak time). A simple counter synchronization protocol is proposed for

the sSCADA protocol suite. The counter synchronization protocol could

also be initiated when some encryption/decryption errors appear due to

unsynchronized counters.

In order for two sSCADA devices to establish a secure channel, a master

secret key needs to be bootstrapped into the two devices at the deployment

time (or when a new sSCADA device is deployed into the existing network).

For most configurations, secure channels are needed only between a master

sSCADA device and a slave sSCADA device. For some configurations,

secure channels among slave sSCADA devices may be needed also. The

secure channel identified with this master secret is used to establish other

channels such as session secure channels, time synchronization channels,

authenticated broadcast channels, and authenticated emergency channels.

Assume that H(·) is a pseudorandom function (e.g., constructed from

SHA-256) and two sSCADA devices A and B share a secret KAB = KBA.

Depending on the security policy, this key KAB could be the shared mas-

ter secret or a shared secret for one session which could be established

from the shared master key using a simple key establishment protocol

(in order to achieve session key freshness, typically one node sends a ran-

dom nonce to the other one and the other node sends the encrypted ses-
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sion key together with an authenticator on the ciphertext and the ran-

dom nonce). Keys for different purposes could be derived from this se-

cret as follows (it is not a good practice to use the same key for differ-

ent purposes). For example, KAB = H(KAB, 1) is for message encryption

from A to B, K ′

AB
= H(KAB , 2) is for message authentication from A

to B, KBA = H(KAB , 3) is for message encryption from B to A, and

K ′

BA
= H(KAB , 4) is for message authentication from B to A.

Optional message authentication codes (MAC) are used for two parties

to achieve data authentication and integrity. Message authentication codes

that could be used for sSCADA implementation include HMAC,33,34 CBC-

MAC,35 and others. When party A wants to send a message m to party B

securely, A computes the ciphertext c = E(CA,KAB, c̄A||m) and message

authenticator mac = MAC(K ′

AB
, CA||c), where c̄A is the last l bits of

H(CA) (l could be as large as possible if bandwidth is allowed and 32 bits

should be the minimal), E(CA,KAB, c̄A||m) denotes the encryption of c̄A||m

using key KAB and random-prefix (or IV) CA and CA is the counter value

for the communication from A to B. Then A sends the following packets

to B:

A → B : c, mac (optional)

When B receives the above packets, B decrypts c, checks that c̄A is correct,

and verifies the message authenticator mac if mac is present. As soon as B

receives the first block of the ciphertext, B can check whether c̄A is correct.

If it is correct, then B continues the decryption and updates it counter.

Otherwise, B discards the entire ciphertext. If the message authenticator

codemac is present, B also verifies the correctness ofmac. Ifmac is correct,

B does nothing, otherwise, B may choose to inform A that the message was

corrupted or try to re-synchronize the counters.

There are several implementation issues on how to deliver the message

to the target (e.g., RTU). For example, we give a few cases in the following.

(1) B uses the counter to decrypt the first block of the ciphertext, if the

first l bits of the decrypted plaintext is not consistent with H(CA), then

the reason could be that the counter CA is not synchronized or that the

ciphertext is corrupted. B may try several possible counters until the

counter checking process succeeds. B then uses the verified counter and

the corresponding key to decrypt the message and deliver each block

of the resulting message to the target as soon as it is available. If no

counter could be verified in a limited number of trials. B may notify A
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of the transmission failure and initiate the counter synchronization pro-

tocol in the next section. The advantage of this implementation is that

we have minimized delay from the cryptographic devices, thus minimize

the interference of SCADA protocols. Note that in this implementa-

tion, the message authenticator mac is not used at all. If the ciphertext

was tampered, we rely on the error correction mechanisms (normally

CRC codes) in SCADA systems to discard the entire message. If CBC

(respectively HCBC) mode is used, then the provable security proper-

ties (respectively, provable on-line cipher security properties) of CBC

mode (respectively HCBC mode)36,37 guarantees that the attacker has

no chance to tamper the ciphertext so that the decrypted plaintext

contains correct CRC that was used by SCADA protocols to achieve

integrity.

(2) Proceed as in the above case 1. In addition, the mac is further checked

and the decrypted message is delivered to the SCADA system only if

the mac verification passes. The disadvantage for this implementation

is that these cryptographic operations introduce significant delay for

message delivery and it may interfere with SCADA protocols.

(3) Proceed as in the above case 1. The decrypted message is delivered

to the SCADA system as soon as they are available. After receiving

the entire message and mac, B will also verify mac. If the verification

passes, B do nothing. Otherwise, B re-synchronizes the counter with

A or initiates some other exception handling protocols.

(4) In order to avoid delays introduced by cryptographic operations and

to check the mac at the same time, sSCADA devices may deliver de-

crypted bytes immediately to the target except the last byte. If the

message authenticator mac is verified successfully, the sSCADA device

delivers the last byte to the target; Otherwise, the sSCADA device dis-

cards the last byte or sends a random byte to the target. That is, we rely

on the error correction mechanisms at the target to discard the entire

message. Similar mechanisms have been proposed in.21 However, an

attacker may insert garbages between the ciphertext and mac thus trick

the sSCADA device to deliver the decrypted messages to the SCADA

system. If this happens, we essentially do not get advantage from this

implementation. Thus this implementation is not recommended.

(5) Instead of prepend c̄A to the plaintext message, one may choose to

prepend three bytes of other specially formated string to the plaintext

message (three bytes bandwidth is normally available in SCADA sys-

tems) before encryption. This is an acceptable solution though we still
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prefer our solution of prepending the hash outputs of the counter.

There could be other implementations to improve the performance and

interoperability with SCADA protocols. sSCADA device should provide

several possible implementations for users to configure. Indeed, sSCADA

devices may also be configured in a dynamic way that for different messages

it uses different implementations.

In some SCADA communications, message authentication-only is suf-

ficient. That is, it is sufficient for A to send (m, mac) to B, where m is

the cleartext message and mac = MAC(K ′

AB
, CA||m). sSCADA device

should provide configuration options to do message authentication without

encryption. In this case, even if the counter value is not used as the IV, the

counter value should still be authenticated in the mac and be increased af-

ter the operation. This will provide message freshness assurance and avoid

replay attacks. sSCADA should also support message pass-through mode.

That is, message is delivered without encryption and authentication. In a

summary, it should be possible to configure an sSCADA device in such a

way that some messages are authenticated and encrypted, some messages

are authenticated only, and some messages are passed through directly.

3.4. Counter synchronization

In the point-to-point message authentication and encryption protocol, we

assume that both sSCADA devices A and B know each other’s counter

values CA and CB . In most cases, reliable communication in SCADA sys-

tems is provided and the security protocols in the previous section work

fine. Still we provide a counter synchronization protocol so that sSCADA

devices could synchronize their counters when necessary. The counter syn-

chronization protocol could be initiated by either side. Assume that A

initiates the counter synchronization protocol. Then the protocol looks as

follows:

A → B : NA

B → A : CB , MAC(K ′

BA
, NA||CB)

The initial counter values of two sSCADA devices could be bootstrapped

directly. The above counter synchronization protocol could also be used

by two devices to bootstrap the initial counter values. A master sSCADA

device may also use the authenticated broadcast channel that we will discuss

in the next section to set several slave sSCADA devices’ counters to the

same value using one message.
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4. Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed the challenges for smart grid system security.

We then use control systems (in particular, SCADA systems) as example to

study how to address these challenges. In particular, we mentioned Wang’s

attack19 on the protocols in the first version of AGA standard draft.30 This

attack shows that the security mechanisms in the first draft of the AGA

standard protocol could be easily defeated. We then proposed a suite of

security protocols optimized for SCADA/DCS systems. These protocols

are designed to address the specific challenges that SCADA systems have.

Recently, there has been a wide interest for the secure design and im-

plementation of smart grid systems.38 SCADA system is one of the most

important legacy systems of the smart grid systems. Together with other

efforts such as,22–27 the works in this chapter present an initial step for se-

curing the SCADA section of the smart grid systems against cyber attacks.
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